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Povzetek
Naslov: Napovedovanje tveganja pacientov za razvoj srčnih obolenj s pre-
nosom znanja
V delu obravnavamo stratifikacijo tveganja za razvoj srčnih bolezni s
pomočjo metod strojnega učenja. Naši pristopi uporabijo obstoječe meto-
dologije, kot so delno-nadzorovano učenje, aktivno učenje, mehko učenje in
nadzorovano gručenje. Pristopi izvajajo prenos znanja na delno označenih
podatkih z izborom učnih primerov. Za strateško izbiro primerov upora-
bimo aposteriorno verjetnost razreda in oceno lokalne napake napovedi. Pri-
stope analiziramo na javnih podatkih in podatkih s študije preživetja obolelih
z periferno arterijsko boleznijo. Med eksperimentalno analizo uporabljamo
različna razmerja označenih in neoznačenih primerov. Rezultati kažejo, da
naši pristopi izbolǰsajo induktivno točnost v primerjavi z učnimi algoritmi,
ki so učeni izključno z uporabo označenih primerov.
Ključne besede
stratifikacija tveganja, bolezni srca in ožilja, strojno učenje, prenos znanja,
delno-nadzorovano učenje, aktivno učenje, mehko učenje, nadzorovano gručenje,
delno označeni primeri

Abstract
Title: Risk stratification of patients for development of cardiac diseases
using knowledge transfer
This thesis addresses the risk stratification of patients for development
of cardiac diseases using machine learning methods. Our approaches mod-
ify existing methodologies, such as semi-supervised learning, active learning,
fuzzy learning and supervised clustering. Using these methods we perform
knowledge transfer on partially labeled data. We use the posterior class prob-
ability and local modeling of prediction error to strategically select training
examples. Evaluation is performed on public heart disease data set and on
data from peripheral arterial disease survival study. During the evaluation
process, we use different ratios of labeled examples. The results show that
our approaches increase the inductive performance compared to learning al-
gorithms trained exclusively on labeled data.
Keywords
risk stratification, cardiovascular diseases, machine learning, knowledge trans-
fer, semi-supervised learning, active learning, fuzzy learning, supervised clus-
tering, partially labeled examples

Razširjeni povzetek
Srčno-žilne bolezni so glavni vzrok za obolevanja in smrti po vsem svetu,
skupaj z rakavimi obolenji in kroničnimi boleznimi dihal [1, 2]. Da bi jih
preprečili, potrebujejo bolniki z večjim tveganjem zgodnjo identifikacijo ka-
zalnikov obolenja. To je spodbudilo razvoj številnih modelov za oceno tve-
ganja, le nekateri pa so vključeni v klinične smernice [3].
Umetna inteligenca, strojno učenje in algoritmi za rudarjenje v podatkih
danes revolucionirajo analizo podatkov. Imajo potencial za prepoznavo novih
vzorcev, ki jih je težje odkriti s tradicionalnimi statističnimi pristopi. To še
posebej drži, ko imamo na voljo velike količine podatkov. Po drugi strani so
lahko pristopi strojnega učenja, kot je nadzorovano učenje, ob malem številu
podatkov neuspešni [4]. Pridobivanje večjih količin ročno označenih podat-
kov je pogosto težko in drago opravilo, saj za to potrebujemo domenskega
eksperta.
Naš cilj je razviti niz orodij za stratifikacijo tveganja za razvoj srčnih
obolenj z uporabo delno označenih podatkov. Pri tem bomo uporabili znane
metodologije, kot so delno-nadzorovano učenje, aktivno učenje, mehko učenje
in nadzorovano gručenje. Pristopoma aktivnega in mehkega učenja bomo
dodali ocene zanesljivosti, s katerimi bomo strateško izbirali učne primere za
učenje. Pristope bomo empirično ovrednotili na zbranih podatkih. Uporabili
bomo dva nabora, in sicer javne podatke iz repozitorija UCI, in podatke,
pridobljene v času študije, opravljene v Univerzitetnem kliničnem centru v
Ljubljani.
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I Pregled sorodnih del
Številni raziskovalci, ki delujejo na področju umetne inteligence, razvijajo
bolǰse pristope za diagnostiko bolezni, vključno s srčnimi in srčno-žilnimi bo-
leznimi [5]. V preteklosti je bilo ustvarjenih veliko preprostih matematičnih
modelov [3]. Nekateri od njih so vključeni tudi v klinične smernice in pri-
poročila. V evropski klinični praksi se pogosto uporablja SCORE (angl. Sys-
tematic COronary Risk Evaluation) [6]. SCORE ocenjuje desetletno tveganje
za pojav bolezni srca in ožilja, ki ima lahko tudi smrtni izid. V Veliki Britaniji
se v klinični praksi uporablja QRISK2 [7]. Podobno kot SCORE je name-
njen oceni desetletnega tveganja za nastanek srčno-žilne bolezni, s smrtnim
izidom. QRISK je bolj celovito orodje v primerjavi s SCORE, saj vključuje
večji nabor kazalnikov tveganja.
V zadnjem času postaja prenos znanja (angl. knowledge transfer, trans-
fer learning) vse bolj aktualna tema na področju strojnega učenja [8, 9].
Raziskovalci poskušajo uporabiti znanje obstoječih modelov pri učenju no-
vih. Razlogi za prenos znanja so pogosto povezani s pomanjkanjem učnih
podatkov za ciljni problem ali s časom, ki je potreben, da naučimo nov mo-
del. Pristope prenosa znanja najdemo tudi na področju medicine: ocena
tveganja za razvoj pljučnice s hkratnim učenjem več nalog (angl. multi-task
learning) [9, 10], vseživljenjsko induktivno učenje na področju srčnih obo-
lenj [9, 11] in sekvenčno induktivni model za prenos znanja na področju
ishemične bolezeni srca [9, 12]. Največja težava, ki lahko nastopi pri prenosu
znanja, je t.i. negativen prenos (angl. negative transfer), ki negativno vpliva
na uspešnost učenja na novi domeni [8].
Prenos znanja se pogosto uporablja tudi, kadar so učni podatki nepopolni
- npr. delno označeni. Rezultati uporabe delno označenih podatkov kažejo
na izbolǰsanje napovedne točnosti metod strojnega učenja [13]. Nadzorovano
učenje potrebuje velike količine označenih učnih primerov za uspešno učenje.
Pridobivanje le-teh je pogosto drago in časovno zahtevno opravilo, saj zahteva
domenskega strokovnjaka in je redko avtomatizirano.
V nasprotju s tem je delno označene podatke lažje dobiti, zato je poudarek
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na vključevanju le-teh v obstoječe učne pristope. Metode za delno nadzoro-
vano učenje (angl. semi-supervised learning) znajo izkoristiti majhno količino
označenih primerov za označevanje neoznačenih [14]. Delno nadzorovano
učenje uporablja sposobnost samo-učenja, s čimer povečuje učno množico z
dodajanjem neoznačenih primerov. Tudi aktivno učenje deluje z uporabo
delno označenih primerov [15]. Njegov glavni cilj je najti tiste primere, ki bi
lahko izbolǰsali uspešnost, in jih predstaviti učitelju (angl. oracle), ki primere
označi. Nadzorovano gručenje se razlikuje od nenadzorovanega gručenja, saj
upošteva oznake primerov [16]. To se je izkazalo pri urejanju učnih množic
za zmanǰsanje dimenzionalnosti in odstranjevanje zmotno označenih prime-
rov, ki lahko vplivajo na uspešnost napovednega modela. V strojnem učenju
najdemo tudi koncepte mehke logike (angl. fuzzy logic) [17, 18]. Pri izbiri in
pripravi učnih primerov se običajno uporablja teorija mehkih množic [19, 20].
II Pristopi prenosa znanja
V tem poglavju predstavljamo naše pristope k učenju iz delno označenih po-
datkov z uporabo prenosa znanja. Vsak pristop se uči na majhnem številu
označenih primerov. Znanje se nato uporabi za označevanje še neoznačenih
primerov, ki jih vključimo k že označenim. Cilj je povečati napovedno točnost
učnega algoritma za stratifikacijo tveganja. S stalǐsča metodologije prenosa
znanja bomo izvedli prenos učnih primerov. Težava, ki se pri tem pojavi je,
kako izbrati primere, ki bodo izbolǰsali napovedni model. Metode temeljijo na
delno-nadzorovanem učenju, aktivnem učenju, mehkem učenju in nadzoro-
vanem gručenju.
II.I Delno-nadzorovano učenje
Znan pristop delno-nadzorovanega učenja se imenuje samo-učenje. Algoritem
za samo-učenje je sestavljen iz treh korakov, kot je prikazano na Sliki 3.1.
Najprej učni algoritem naučimo na označenih primerih. Pod predpostavko,
da je hipoteza pravilna, dobljeni napovedni model v drugem koraku upora-
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bimo za označevanje še neoznačenih primerov. V zadnjem koraku učni algo-
ritem ponovno učimo na združenih primerih. Pri tem predpostavljamo, da
so napovedane oznake pravilne. V praksi pogosto nimamo dovolj označenih
primerov, da bi se lahko na predpostavko zanesli. Gre za osnoven pristop, ki
omogoča, da na njem gradimo. Primere želimo označiti v več iteracijah in
ne vseh v enem koraku. Pri izbiri primerov želimo izbrati le tiste, za katere
menimo, da so najbolj zanesljivo označeni. Hkrati nam ta metoda omogoča
primerjavo z bolj naprednimi pristopi.
II.II Aktivno učenje
Glavno načelo aktivnega učenja je, da učni algoritem aktivno sodeluje pri
izbiri učnih podatkov. Naš pristop uporablja označene primere za učenje
učnega algoritma, ta pa nato označi še neoznačene primere. Za vsak primer,
ki prihaja iz neoznačene množice, ocenimo zanesljivost napovedi z merami,
kot sta aposteriorna verjetnost razreda in ocena lokalne napake napovedi.
V učno množico vključujemo primere z zanesljivimi oznakami in postopek
ponavljamo. Dodajanje novih primerov nadaljujemo, dokler nam ne zmanjka
primerov, ki jih še lahko vključimo v učno množico.
II.III Mehko učenje
Mehko učenje uporablja tehnike iz mehke logike. Cilj se je naučiti in vzposta-
viti mehke meje odločanja. Naše učne primere označimo glede na verjetnost-
no pripadnost določenim razredom. V našem pristopu dodelimo verjetnosti
razredov neoznačenim primerom kot utežene razredne verjetnosti najbližjih
sosedov (uporablja se lokalno utežena regresija) za vsak razpoložljivi razred.
Utežene verjetnosti se nato kalibrirajo v seštevek do 1, da se zagotovi ver-
jetnostna interpretacija. Za izbiro primerov uporabljamo meri zanesljivosti,
kot sta aposteriorna verjetnost razreda in ocena lokalne napake, na podlagi
katerih vključimo primere v učno množico. Primere dodajamo v več iteraci-
jah. Na koncu izbrani učni algoritem učimo na vseh označenih primerih.
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II.IV Nadzorovano gručenje
Naš pristop nadzorovanega gručenja ǐsče reprezentativne primere v razpo-
ložljivih podatkih. Za to smo uporabili algoritem SRIDHCR (angl. Single
Representative Insertion/Deletion Steepest Decent Hill-Climbing with Ran-
domized Restart). SRIDHCR deluje tako, da z naključnimi permutacijami ǐsče
najbolj reprezentativne primere. Vsako množico oceni s kriterijsko funk-
cijo (Enačba 3.3), ki jo poizkuša minimizirati. Pri izračunu se upošteva
čistoča gruč in število predstavnikov. V primeru večjega števila predstavni-
kov od števila razredov, je rešitev kaznovana s pribitkom, katere moč nad-
zira uporabnik. Njegova naloga je odkriti predstavnike, ki jih bomo upo-
rabili za označevanje še neoznačenih primerov. Vsakemu primeru dodelimo
oznako najbližjega predstavnika. Vse primere nato uporabimo za učenje
učnega algoritma. Zaradi visoke časovne zahtevnosti iskanja predstavnikov
se označevanje izvede samo enkrat.
III Eksperimentalna analiza
V eksperimentalni analizi pristopov za stratifikacijo tveganja za razvoj srčnih
obolenj smo poiskali javno dostopne podatke in se obrnili na Univerzitetni
klinični Center Ljubljana. Zbrali smo dva nabora podatkov: bazo srčnih
bolezni UCI [21] in podatke študije preživetja bolnikov s periferno arterijsko
boleznijo [22].
Uspešnost ocenjujemo na podlagi območja pod krivuljo ROC (AUC) [23].
AUC smo izbrali, ker povzema celotno zmogljivost modela. Odraža sposob-
nost razlikovanja med bolniki z boleznijo in brez nje. Zaradi njene prepro-
stosti lahko enostavno primerjamo zmogljivost dveh ali več modelov.
Razliko v meritvah uspešnosti med pristopoma smo analizirali z nepara-
metričnim Wilcoxonovim parnim rangirnim testom [24]. Test je primeren,
saj razlike med pari podatkov običajno niso normalno porazdeljene. Upora-
blja se za preizkušanje hipoteze, da je verjetnostna porazdelitev obeh vzorcev
enaka. To pomeni, da je razlika med pari simetrično porazdeljena okoli nič.
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Naša ničelna hipoteza je, da med učnim algoritmom, ki je naučen z ali brez
prenosa znanja, ni razlike v uspešnosti. Izhodǐsče za statistično analizo pred-
stavlja delno-nadzorovano učenje (transduktivno vrednotenje uspešnosti) in
napovedni model, ki se je naučil izključno na razpoložljivih označenih pri-
merih (induktivno vrednotenje uspešnosti). Vsak učni algoritem primerjamo
glede na pristop prenosa znanja z izhodǐsčem, ki uporablja enak učni algori-
tem. Poleg tega primerjamo vsak pristop prenosa znanja z izhodǐsčem, pri
čemer zanemarimo učni algoritem.
Za eksperimentalno analizo smo definirali postopek, ki je prikazan na
Sliki 4.3. Sestavljen je iz transduktivne in induktivne faze ocenjevanja. V
transduktivni fazi nas zanima natančnost označenih primerov, ki so dodani
v učno množico, v induktivni fazi pa nas zanima končna zmogljivost doblje-
nega modela. Podatke delimo po postopku 5-kratnega prečnega preverjanja
za transduktivno in induktivno analizo. Vsaka metoda prejme enako sku-
pino primerov, ustvarjenih ob delitvi na podmnožice. Tabela 4.3 predstavlja
izbrane vhodne parametre za pristope k prenosu znanja. Pri analizi smo
uporabili iste vhodne parametre za oba nabora podatkov. Uporabili smo
štiri različne učne algoritme - odločitveno drevo (DT), k-najbližjih sosedov
(KNN), Naivni Bayesovski klasifikator (NB) in metodo podpornih vektorjev
(SVM).
III.I Eksperiment 1
Prvi poskus smo izvedli na zbirki podatkov srčnih bolezni UCI. Eksperimen-
tirali smo s tremi različnimi razmerji označenih podatkov: 20%, 50% in 80%.
Rezultati transduktivne eksperimentalne analize so na voljo v Tabeli 4.4.
Glede na rezultate vidimo, da je metoda mehkega učenja, ki uporablja lo-
kalno oceno napake, najbolǰsa metoda označevanja z AUC med 0, 85 in 0, 90.
Rezultati nadzorovanega gručenja so najslabši in dosegajo nižjo natančnost
tudi od delno-nadzorovanega učenja. Kakovost te metode omejuje naključni
postopek algoritma SRIDHCR, ki lahko najde bodisi odlične predstavnike bo-
disi zelo slabe. Rezultati kažejo tudi, da aktivno in mehko učenje z lokalno
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oceno napake izbirata bolǰse primere, kot z aposteriorno verjetnostjo razreda.
Najbolǰsi model transduktivne analize je bil KNN z AUC med 0, 80 do 0, 85,
sledila je NB z AUC med 0, 79 do 0, 84. Najnižjo povprečno natančnost je
dosegel SVM.
Tabela 4.5 vsebuje rezultate induktivne eksperimentalne analize. Pred-
stavlja kakovost končnega modela, ocenjenega na novih primerih. Metoda
BASE označuje model, naučen izključno na prvotno označenih podatkih, brez
kakršnega koli prenosa znanja. Najprej opazimo, da modeli brez prenosa zna-
nja dosežejo najvǐsjo zmogljivost na 80% označenih podatkov. Vsi pristopi k
prenosu znanja kažejo na povečanje induktivne učinkovitosti. To ne drži, če
večina podatkov vsebuje označene primere. Vsak pristop v povprečju doseže
najvǐsjo AUC 0,81. Učinkovitost končnih modelov je v primerjavi s tran-
sduktivnimi rezultati nižja. Manǰsa izjema je nadzorovano gručenje. Čeprav
je bilo v učno množico vključenih veliko napačno označenih primerov, se
induktivna učinkovitost napovednih modelov primerja z drugimi pristopi.
Povprečna uspešnost vseh štirih učnih algoritmov je zelo podobna.
III.II Eksperiment 2
Drugi poskus smo izvedli na podatkih z nedavne študije umrljivosti obolelih
za periferno arterijsko boleznijo. Tokrat smo uporabili razmerje označenih
podatkov 1%, 5% in 10%. Vhodne parametre naših pristopov nismo spreme-
nili zaradi dobrih rezultatov v prvem poskusu.
Tabela 4.6 in Tabela 4.7 prikazujeta rezultate drugega poskusa. Rezultati
transduktivne analize kažejo, da je mehko učenje doseglo najvǐsji povprečen
AUC, z 1% označenih primerov. Rezultati so podobni tudi v induktivni ana-
lizi s to razliko, da se je razlika v primerjavi z drugimi pristopi zmanǰsala.
Mehko učenje je tudi edini pristop z vǐsjo povprečno uspešnostjo kot učni al-
goritmi, ki so naučeni samo na označenih podatkih. Z dodatnimi označenimi
primeri vidimo izbolǰsanje vseh pristopov.
Prav tako lahko vidimo, da aktivno in mehko učenje, ki za izbiro primerov
uporabljata posteriorno verjetnost razreda, delujeta bolje, kot če uporabljata
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lokalno oceno napake. Z več označenimi primeri se zmogljivost sicer poveča,
vendar je še vedno slabša, kot z uporabo posteriorne verjetnosti razreda. Lo-
kalna okolica je morda preveč redka, da bi lahko natančno ocenili zanesljivost
z uporabo lokalne ocene napake.
Induktivna analiza kaže, da mnogi učni algoritmi trpijo zaradi negativ-
nega prenosa znanja. Algoritmi brez prenosa znanja dosegajo vǐsjo uspešnost
kot pristopi prenosa znanja. Najverjetneǰsi razlog za negativni prenos so
napačno označeni primeri, ki so dodani v učno množico. Z večjim številom
označenih primerov se ta učinek manǰsa, a algoritma, kot sta SVM in DT
dosegata AUC nad 0, 80, brez prenosa znanja. SSL zaradi svoje preprostosti
najmanj trpi zaradi negativnega prenosa.
IV Sklep
Naše delo kaže dobre rezultate na obeh zbirkah podatkov. Rezultati, prido-
bljeni v prvi eksperimentalni analizi, so primerljivi z rezultati, ki jih najdemo
v literaturi. Drugi poskus pa je razkril slabosti, kot je negativni prenos.
Za nadaljnje delo bomo izvedli dodatne poskuse, ki podrobneje analizi-
rali vpliv parametrov na zmogljivost. Naključje močno vpliva na nadzoro-
vano gručenje. To bi radi izbolǰsali tako, da pristop naredimo iterativen, ki
postopoma razvija hipotezo. Nevronske mreže prikazujejo najsodobneǰse re-
zultate na številnih področjih. Zaradi omejitev naše strojne opreme jih nismo
vključili eksperimentalno analizo. Radi bi izvedli tudi optimizacijo vhodnih
parametrov učnih algoritmov.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, electronic health records (EHR) are a crucial element in providing
medical services. Their role is to accumulate patient medical history in order
to support medical decision through a precision medicine. Precision medicine
is a medical model that focuses on an individual and aims to identify effec-
tive medical approaches to suit patients needs. It has enabled researchers
and physicians to integrate clinical decision support systems (CDSS), which
benefit from the knowledge provided by EHRs [25, 5]. They assist physicians
during the assessment of prognosis, diagnosis, or treatment.
Since the year 2000, much effort has been invested into research to develop
CDSS for risk assessment of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) [3]. CVDs are
the leading cause of morbidity and death worldwide, together with cancer
and chronic respiratory diseases [1, 2]. To prevent them, people with in-
creased risk need early identification. This invoked the development of many
mathematical models for risk stratification, but only some are included in
clinical guidelines [3].
Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and data mining (DM)
algorithms are revolutionizing data analysis today. They have the potential
to identify new patterns that are hard to obtain with traditional statistics.
This is specifically true for larger data sets. On the other hand, ML ap-
proaches such as supervised learning, can underperform on small data sets [4].
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Obtaining larger, manually labeled data is often hard. On the contrary, ML
can find deeper interactions in data, thus providing more accurate predictions
compared to simple score estimated systems [4].
This thesis will address risk stratification for CVDs using DM and ML
methods. The goal is to develop several approaches, which:
1. reliably separate patients into groups based on the stratified risk for
the development of CVDs;
2. stratify risk from the partially labeled data;
3. reuse existing knowledge (knowledge transfer) to train a better predic-
tive model.
Additionally, we aim to evaluate approaches on two data sets: UCI Heart
Disease Databases [21] and the data from Peripheral Arterial Disease survival
study [22]. Our work is expected to provide the following contributions:
1. a set of algorithms for risk stratification from partially labeled data;
2. a comparative performance analysis of different groups of studied ap-
proaches.
Our first contribution of this thesis is a set of algorithms for risk strat-
ification from partially labeled data. We modify existing methodologies to
suit our problem, such as: Semi-supervised Learning (SSL), Active Learn-
ing (AL), Fuzzy Learning (FL) and Supervised Clustering (SC). We include
measures of reliability in AL and FL approaches to statistically estimate the
trust of the classified examples.
Second, we present the analysis of proposed approaches to risk stratifica-
tion with partially labeled data. For empirical evaluation, we use two data
sets: public data from UCI repository and a real data, obtained from the
study performed at University Medical Centre Ljubljana.
The thesis has the following structure: Chapter 2 is an overview of the
work from related areas. In Chapter 3, we briefly describe our approaches
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for knowledge transfer. Chapter 4 focuses on evaluation and results of our
work. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Related work
Many researchers who work in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) develop
better approaches to disease diagnostics, including cardio and cardiovascular
diseases [5]. This is evidenced by the rapid development of predictive models
between the years 2000 and 2013. Their use is not known as they contain
methodological shortcomings, incomplete presentation, only a few perform
validation on additional data, which was not a part of the initial training set,
and the lack of subsequent research on the effectiveness of the model in real
environment [3].
In the past, a lot of simple mathematical models were created for risk
stratification [3]. They combine multiple predictors into a numerical output
value. Some of them are included in clinical guidelines and recommendations
by the policymakers. In European clinical practice, Systematic COronary
Risk Evaluation (SCORE) system is frequently used [6]. It estimates the
ten-year risk for fatal cardiovascular disease. The risk estimation is based
the following on risk factors: gender, age, smoking, systolic blood pressure,
and total cholesterol. European guidelines on cardiovascular disease preven-
tion in clinical practice, since 2012 stratify patients into four risk groups: low,
moderate, high, and very high [26]. Patients with the calculated SCORE of
≥ 0.05 are recognized as high-risk patients, who may need a drug treatment.
The SCORE system can also be found in Slovenian Peripheral Arterial Dis-
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ease survival study [22]. In the United Kingdom, EHR systems use QRISK2
algorithm [7] for risk estimation. Similarly as SCORE, it is used to estimate
the ten-year risk of cardiovascular disease. It is based on QRISK, which
was updated due to population changes and data quality. QRISK2 includes
two new risk factors: ethnicity and Townsend deprivation score, which is a
measure of material deprivation within a population. In 2017 new studies
appeared, which focus on the development of third version with the new risk
factors – QRISK3 [27]. QRISK is a more comprehensive tool compared to
SCORE with a higher number of risk factors included.
RISK SCORE
VERY HIGH ≥ 0.10
HIGH [0.05, 0.10)
MODERATE [0.01, 0.05)
LOW < 0.01
Table 2.1: Risk stratification of patients for developing cardiovascular dis-
ease using Systematic COronary Risk Evaluation.
2.1 AI in medicine
The most commonly used algorithms of machine learning (ML) in medicine
are: Support Vector Machine (SVM) [28, 29], Bayesian networks (Bayes
NET) [5, 28], naive Bayesian classifier (naive Bayes) [30, 31], Artificial Neu-
ral Network (ANN) [32, 33], Decision tree (DT) [31, 34] and Random Forest
(RF) [32, 31]. naive Bayesian classifier is applied in many medical areas
and has performed well for diabetes and liver disease diagnosis [5]. SVM is
found in applications for cancer diagnosis and heart disease diagnosis. Due
to limitations in computing power in the past, it has often been used in com-
bination with genomics data. Nowadays, because of the rapid development
of graphics cards, SVM is being replaced by ANNs. ANNs perform well in
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many fields and are increasingly applied in medicine. They have been used
to diagnose hepatitis and dengue disease, with high accuracy. Recently, the
deep ANNs have often been used for image segmentation tasks in radiology.
SVM has been popular in cancer prognosis. Xu et al. [35] used SVM
based Recursive Feature Elimination (SVM-RFE) method for gene signature
discovery. Their approach enabled them to discover 50 genes for the final
SVM model, which accurately predicted 96.95% of breast cancer prognosis.
Parthiban et al. [30] applied SVM with RBF kernel for diagnosis of heart dis-
ease in diabetic patients. The accuracy of their approach was 94.6%. They
did the same with Naive Bayesian classifier, which was able to correctly clas-
sify 74% of examples. SVM is also the best-performing method for predicting
heart disease. It gives good results in many areas; it is robust to noise in
data and rarely overfits the data [5].
Dangare et al. [33] proposed using ANN with an extended feature set
for heart diseases. They included information about obesity and smoking
as the risk factors for coronary heart disease. Their approach shows the
improvement of accuracy. Das et al. [36] used the ensemble approach of
three ANN with tangent sigmoid functions, a single hidden layer, and 14
neurons. The experimental results gained 89% classification accuracy for
heart disease diagnosis.
Palaniappan et al. [37] developed a prototype for Intelligent Heart Dis-
ease Prediction System (IHDPS) using data mining techniques. They used
different learning algorithms DT, Naive Bayesian classifier, and ANN. The
evaluation took several scenarios into account: identifying of patients who
are likely to be diagnosed with heart disease, characteristics of patients, and
indicators of the disease to target specific medical screenings. The DT ob-
tained 80% accuracy, ANN 85%, and Naive Bayesian classifier 86%. However,
DT can more effectively distinguish patients without heart disease.
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2.2 Knowledge transfer
Lately, knowledge transfer (transfer learning) has become popular in the field
of machine learning [8, 9]. Researchers try to use the knowledge of old models
in learning new ones. The reasons in favor of transferring knowledge are often
associated with the shortage of learning data for the target problem or with
the time it takes to learn a new model. Knowledge transfer approaches
are also found in the medical field: risk assessment for the development of
pneumonia with multi-task learning [9, 10], lifelong inductive learning in the
field of heart disease [9, 11] and sequential inductive a model for knowledge
transfer in the field of coronary artery disease diagnosis [9, 12]. The biggest
problem that can occur during the transfer of knowledge is the so-called
negative transfer, which has a negative effect on the learning success of the
new domain [8].
When performing knowledge transfer it is important to understand what
we want to transfer, how we are going to do it, and when do we want to trans-
fer it. There are three main branches of transfer learning: inductive, trans-
ductive and unsupervised transfer learning. Figure 2.1 represents the scheme
of transfer learning approaches as defined by Pan and Yang in 2010 [8].
We now define transfer learning [8].
Definition 2.2.1 (Transfer Learning) Given a source domain DS and learn-
ing task τS, a target domain DT and learning task τT , transfer learning aims
to help improve the learning of the target predictive function fT (.) in DT
using the knowledge in DS and τS, where DS 6= DT or τS 6= τT .
The above definition states that when DS 6= DT , we are dealing with dif-
ferent feature spaces or the domain marginal probability distributions. In a
case where τS 6= τT , we are dealing with different label spaces or conditional
probability distribution. If domains DS = DT and learning tasks τS = τT ,
then the learning problem is a traditional machine learning problem. Tra-
ditional machine learning learns models on previously obtained labeled or
unlabeled training data in order to classify new examples, which have to be
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Transfer learning
Inductive
Transductive
Unsupervised
Self-learning
learning
Multi-task
learning
Domain adaption
Sample selection
bias /
Co-variate shift
Labels in target
Labels
in source
No labels in
source/target
No labels in source
Labels in source
Different domain,
single task
Single domain,
single task
Figure 2.1: The transfer learning approaches as defined by Pao and Yang
(2010).
in the same format as training data. For every task, models are trained from
scratch.
When performing inductive transfer learning, the target task is not equal
to the source (τS 6= τT ). The source (DS) and target (DT ) domain can be the
same or not. The initial model for the source task (τS) trained on the source
domain (DS) is pre-trained and re-trained for the target task (τT ) using tar-
get domain (DT ). It is required to have labeled data from the target domain,
because classifications differ, and help generalize knowledge to a new task.
When the source domain contains much more examples than the target do-
main, the inductive transfer learning becomes similar to multi-task learning,
which is optimizing the performance on multiple tasks simultaneously.
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In the transductive transfer learning, the target task is equal to the source
(τS = τT ), while the domains are different (DS 6= DT ) – the dependent
variable remains the same, but the attributes are different. We work with no
labeled data in the target domain. However, the source domain does contain
labeled examples.
For unsupervised transfer learning, the target task is different from the
source (τS 6= τT ), like in inductive. In this case, both the source and the target
domain contain an unlabeled data set. Its focus is on solving clustering,
dimensionality reduction, or density estimation tasks [38].
Often, knowledge transfer is used when learning data are incomplete –
e.g., partially annotated. Partially labeled training data has shown to im-
prove performance in machine learning [13]. Supervised learning requires
large training sets with annotations (labels) to learn. Obtaining labeled data
is often an expensive and time-demanding task. The process of annotation
requires a human domain expert and is rarely automated.
Alternatively, partially labeled data is often easier to obtain, therefore
the focus is on integrating partially labeled data into existing learning frame-
works. Semi-supervised classification methods (SSL) can work with a small
quantity of labeled and large quantity of unlabeled data [14]. SSL is using
self-labeling techniques to enlarge training set with unlabeled data. Active
learning (AL) can similarly work with partially labeled data [15]. Its main
goal is to find unlabeled examples that have the potential to improve per-
formance and present them to the teacher (oracle) who does the annotation
process. Supervised clustering (SC) differs from classical clustering methods
in considering annotations during the clustering process [16]. This has been
found useful for data set editing to reduce the dimensionality of the data and
to remove erroneous examples, which can significantly decrease the predic-
tion accuracy. Fuzzy concepts have also been used in machine learning as
fuzzy machine learning [17, 18]. Typically, fuzzy set theory is used in data
selection and preparation process [19] to summarize or compress observations
into a single fuzzy observation [20].
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2.2.1 Semi-supervised learning
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is an approach of different techniques which
typically make use of a small amount of labeled and a large amount of un-
labeled data. It does not rely on additional expertise and thus requires less
effort, consumes less time, and it makes data acquisition cheaper [14].
Definition 2.2.2 SSL The formal definition of SSL goes as follows [14]: Let
xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xik, y) be an example, where xij is the j-th feature in a k-
dimensional space and a label y. Next, let’s assume there is a labeled set Xl
with given y. Additionally, there also exists unlabeled set Xu with an unknown
y, with cardinality |Xu| > |Xl|. The set Xl∪Xu forms a training set, denoted
as T , with the cardinality |Xu +Xl|. The objective of SSL is to find a robust
hypothesis for classification of new (unseen) examples, using T instead of Xl
alone. The SSL consists of two steps: transductive and inductive learning.
Transductive SSL: Transductive learning aims to correctly classify every
example x in Xu. For classification, labeled examples from T are used.
Inductive SSL: Let there also be a test set T
′
with unseen examples in the
learning stage. During the inductive learning, SSL aims to correctly label
examples of T
′
, based on the obtained hypothesis from T .
The main properties of the algorithms, defined below, are based on the use
of addition mechanisms, a number of classifiers, algorithms, feature spaces,
confidence measures, and stopping criteria [14].
• Addition mechanism: There exist several techniques to introduce new
data into the existing set; incremental, batch, and amending. All tech-
niques use multiple runs over Xu with the enlarged Xl. The incremental
approach takes an initial Xl and enlarges it through runs with the ex-
amples from Xu. The criteria of selection are based on confidence,
usually the probability of a class. The number of examples included in
each run is defined as a constant or as a proportion of examples of each
class in Xl. On the other hand, batch approach enlarges Xl with all the
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examples, which meet the criteria, at once. The amending technique
tackles the drawback of the incremental approach, which can enlarge
Xl with the examples that have incorrect label annotation. The idea
is to add or remove any example in each iteration in case it meets spe-
cific criteria. This functionality enables the revocation of the previous
action.
• Number of classifiers : To enlarge theXl set, single- or multiple-classifier
approach can be used. The main advantage of the single-classifier ap-
proach is its simplicity which has a low computational cost. It outputs
a posterior probability of a class for all examples of Xu. The most
probable class is assigned as a label of an example. Multi-classifier ap-
proach is inspired by ensemble methods that use several weak classifiers
in order to better generalize their knowledge. There are two methods
to consolidate their predictions; a combination of probabilities or the
most commonly predicted class. Multi-classifier approach has better
performance than the single-classifier; however, it suffers from a higher
computational cost.
• Number of algorithms : The labeling of Xu is done as an integration
of different learning algorithms. The assumption is that we can find
different hypotheses which are related to the algorithms used and to-
gether achieve better generalization. This approach is closely related
to the multi-classifier approach and contains the same properties. On
the other hand, using a single algorithm could be associated with both
single and multiple classifier approach.
• Number of feature spaces : The idea is to see the data from different
views, meaning split the data into different feature spaces. The assump-
tion is to have redundant and conditionally independent feature spaces.
The idea is similar to ensemble learning, except that models learn on
subsets of attributes. The constructed hypotheses are generally weaker
and are focused only on the part of the subspace. This helps with the
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generalization, which reduces the number of errors. A single view uses
the entire feature space and does not rely on the previous assumption.
In the non-synthetic data obtaining conditionally independent feature
sets is not always possible.
• Confidence measures : SSL methods rely heavily on confidence mea-
sures and can affect performance. The standard method used is the
posterior probability of a class, provided by the trained model. It is
fundamental for single-classifier approach. Multi-classifier methods re-
quire consolidation over their predictions. Typically, this is obtained
with majority voting rule. A similar approach can be used to aggre-
gate individual posterior probabilities and derive the confidence of the
predicted label.
• Stopping criteria: The mechanism to stop labeling process has an im-
pact on the performance of the SSL methods. Stopping too soon can
affect the quality of the hypothesis. In contrast, stopping late has a
direct effect on computational cost. The classical approach is to repeat
the labeling until all examples of Xu are added to Xl. Using this ap-
proach, the final Xl set can contain examples with inaccurate labels.
The second approach is to use the subset of the examples from Xu.
It improves classification accuracy compared to standard stopping cri-
teria. Its disadvantage is a constant number of iterations established
at the beginning of the process. The third approach is using termina-
tion when the labeling process does not change the learned hypothesis.
However, it has the same disadvantage as the classical approach.
2.2.2 Active learning
Active learning (AL) is a field of machine learning where learning algo-
rithm actively participates in a selection of training examples. The moti-
vation comes from situations in which obtaining classification is difficult,
time-consuming, and expensive. The idea is to simplify and automate the
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ML model
Labeled data (Xl)
Unlabeled data
pool (Xu)
Select best
candidates
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the pool-based AL approach.
data collection process in order to train the algorithm faster and more effi-
ciently [15].
Systems using AL tackle labeling problem by performing queries. A query
is a question for a teacher in the form of unlabeled example. Teachers re-
sponse to a query is the corresponding label. The training set is extended
with the new example, and the model is retrained. The system continues
as long as the model is improving. The described cycle is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.2.
AL appears in three scenarios where querying is possible [15], illustrated
in Figure 2.3. Membership Query Synthesis is a setting where learning algo-
rithm can query any unlabeled example in the input space. It can generate
de novo example, rather than sampling existing. This setting is efficient in
the finite domains since it is harder to produce an invalid query. Next set-
ting is Stream-Based Selective Sampling. The learning algorithm receives
unlabeled examples in a stream-like manner. For each, the algorithm has to
decide whether to query for a label or discard. When the data is available in
advance, Pool-Based AL setting is suitable. In each iteration, the algorithm
has to analyze available examples and select a subset for querying. The pool-
based approach usually determines the static environment, although this is
not a requirement. Querying happens greedily based on evaluated informa-
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instance space or
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pool-based active learning
Figure 2.3: Diagram of the three possible AL scenarios: membership query
synthesis, stream-based selective sampling and pool-based AL.
tiveness.
All scenarios of AL require evaluation of informativeness for each example
before querying. Choosing the measure of informativeness depends on the
problem. Such measures are:
• Uncertainty sampling : Uncertainty sampling is trivial for probabilistic
models. The query example is selected based on a certainty of predic-
tion, using a class probability distribution provided by a model. Query
example can be selected by observing a minimal most probable class
or minimal difference between the two most probable classes.
• Query by committee: This approach requires an ensemble of models
trained on the most recent set of labeled data. Each member of the
ensemble votes in the form of labeling for every query candidate. Query
candidate with the highest disagreement is considered as the most in-
formative. The ensemble has to be built on models with the competing
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hypothesis. It is obtained with methods like bootstrap aggregating
(bagging).
• Estimated error reduction: It measures expected future error of a model
by including new example. This is repeated for every example in the
unlabeled set. The one with the maximal expected error reduction is
presented to the teacher. A significant disadvantage of this measure is
computational time because it is required to train the model in each
step. It is limited to sampling scenarios with the available data. Esti-
mating the error reduction for unlabeled examples is difficult because
the actual labels are not available.
• Expected model change: In contrast to the estimated error reduction,
expected model change observes the magnitude of hypothesis change.
This query selection strategy is suitable for gradient-based training
methods. During the new training phase, the examples are individu-
ally presented to the learning algorithm that classifies them. Based on
the error of classification, the gradient of error is calculated to update
the current hypothesis. The observed magnitude of the gradient in-
dicates how much the current hypothesis has to change to reduce the
error. High gradient magnitude indicates that the presented example is
interesting for querying. Its limitations are equivalent to the estimated
error reduction measure.
AL can result in a miss-representation of the underlying data distribu-
tion of actively selected training examples. It can occur due to a sampling
bias, which can affect the prediction accuracy. However, AL often improves
learning and reduces the cost of data acquisition.
2.2.3 Fuzzy learning
Fuzzy logic has been primarily used as a tool for knowledge representation
and information processing. Its base comes from observing people making de-
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cisions when working with inaccurate and nonnumerical information. Fuzzy
logic is capable of reasoning by using unclear data with a lack of certainty.
Inference
Fuzzification DefuzzificationRules
fuzzy output setfuzzy input set
crisp inputs crisp outputs
Figure 2.4: A fuzzy logic system architecture.
Standard Boolean logic can only have a logical value of its variables zero
or one. It means that the value can be either strictly false or strictly true.
In contrast, fuzzy logic has a structure of n-value logic in which value can
be any real number between zero and one. A fuzzy logic system is defined
as a nonlinear mapping of a crisp (precise) input data set to a crisp output
set [39]. It consists of four main parts (Figure 2.4): fuzzification module,
knowledge-base (rules), inference engine, and defuzzification module.
First, crisp inputs are converted into fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set is a mathe-
matical set whose members are associated with some degree of membership
(DOM). Graphically, fuzzy set is defined with a membership function. They
define how crisp input value maps to the fuzzy set DOM. The most common
types of membership functions are trapezoidal or triangular functions (Fig-
ure 2.5). The DOM is any real number in the interval [0, 1]. If the DOM
equals 0, then the input value does not belong to the fuzzy set. In contrast,
DOM of 1 indicates that the input entirely belongs to the set. If the DOM is
between 0 and 1, then the input belongs to the fuzzy set with some degree of
uncertainty. Fuzzy sets are usually described with words (linguistic terms).
This step is known as fuzzification.
In a fuzzy logic system, the output is constructed using the knowledge
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(a) Triangular function (b) Trapezoidal function
Figure 2.5: Common types of membership functions.
provided by an expert. Knowledge is presented in the form of IF-THEN rules
with a condition and effect. The evaluation of rules and their combination
is performed using fuzzy set operations. The operations of fuzzy sets are
different compared to the standard Boolean logic. The most commonly used
operations for OR and AND are max and min. For complement (NOT)
operation, denoted as A, Equation 2.1 is used – µ denotes the degree of
membership.
µA(x) = 1− µA(x) (2.1)
After the evaluation of every rule, the results form a fuzzy output set.
This step is called inference. The individual results can be combined in
different ways: maximum, bounded sum, normalized sum, or by superim-
posing membership functions. An example of the superimposed membership
functions is given in Figure 2.6. Finally, defuzzification provides a crisp out-
put. The most commonly used algorithms for defuzzification are Center of
Gravity (COG) and Center of Gravity for Singletons. COG measures the
average location of the weight of an object. The x-value of the location rep-
resents the crisp output. The COG requires to solve integrals, which used
to be slow. COG for singletons is the simplified version which calculates an
approximation using a weighted sum.
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Figure 2.6: The figure shows superimposed membership functions consist-
ing of three fuzzy output sets illustrated with different colors. The black point
shows the calculated COG of the object. The crisp output is illustrated with
the red point on the x-axis.
2.2.4 Supervised clustering
Clustering is a method of unsupervised learning. Its objective is to partition
the input data into partitions called clusters, based on the objective function.
The input data, in many cases, does not contain known labels. Even when
this information exists, unsupervised clustering approaches miss the ability
to make use of it. Supervised clustering tackles this limitation to enhance
standard approaches. The traditional objective is extended to consider and
optimize cluster purity.
Supervised clustering (SC) is an approach to clustering which uses labeled
data. Its objective is to find a small number of clusters with the high proba-
bility density of a single class [40, 16]. Examples are assigned to the closest
cluster using the given distance function. Another approach to SC is to have
data without labels but instead have the ability to ask for help [41, 42].
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Balcan et al. [41] provide the theoretical study of clustering with interactive
feedback. They introduce a query-based model, similarly to active learning.
The teacher, human or pre-trained model, guide the algorithm to obtain op-
timal clusters via split and merge requests. Awasthi et al. [42] continue the
work of Balcan and propose a generic algorithm for supervised clustering
with improved query efficiency.
Representative-based clustering is an approach of SC to find a subset of
examples K which best characterize data. The objective of an algorithm is to
minimize cluster impurity and the number of clusters. Representative-based
clustering has the advantage to summarize and compress the data [40]. Eick
et al. [43] compared representative-based clustering with a popular technique
for data set editing at that time called Wilson editing. Wilson editing re-
moves all misclassified examples by the nearest neighbor classifier (1-NN).
The goal is to clean overlapping regions so the learning algorithm can easily
find a border. Eick observed the better compression of the data with SC com-
pared to Wilson editing without the loss of accuracy. In some experiments,
the accuracy increased.
Clustering also applies to partially labeled data and is called semi-super-
vised clustering. The knowledge comes as a class label for some examples
or pairwise constraints between the examples. The pairwise constraints are
in the form of must-link, meaning that two examples are part of the same
cluster or cannot-link when they should be members of different clusters. The
labels can be expressed as pairwise constraints and can be used similarly to
guide the clustering process.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the difference between unsupervised, semi-supervised
and supervised clustering.
2.3 Data repositories
Public repositories contain different data sets for heart disease classification.
The UCI Machine Learning Repository contains several: Statlog Heart Data
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised
clustering.
Set [44], SPECT Heart Data Set [45], Arrhythmia Data Set [46] and Heart
Disease Databases [21]. The database Cleveland, part of the Heart Disease
Databases is very commonly used for performance comparison of many ma-
chine learning approaches [34, 33, 47]. Reported accuracy varies and is mainly
between 80% and 90%. Dangare et al. [33, 48], Amma [49] and Shouman et
al. [50] however report accuracy higher than 90% on the same data. Even
though this data set is recognized as a benchmark database, it is old and does
not necessarily represent the feature set available in medical centers today.
On the other hand, this database is relatively small, with 303 examples. A
similar repository is PhysioBank, a large archive of digital recordings of phys-
iologic signals and related data [51]. Researchers mainly focus on improving
algorithms for heartbeat detection and classification.
For the experimental analysis and comparison with state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, we will use the Cleveland database from UCI Heart Disease Database.
Additionally, we will evaluate the approaches using data from the Periph-
eral Arterial Disease survival study performed in University Medical Centre
Ljubljana. The data set is not available on any previously mentioned repos-
itories. Table 2.2 presents the basic properties of the two collections.
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Data set
Number of examples
Number of attributes Types of attributes Missing values
Labeled Unlabeled
UCI Heart - Cleveland 303 0 76 discrete & continuous yes
PAD survival study 7797 41 92 discrete & continuous yes
Table 2.2: Basic information about data sets.
2.4 Evaluation methods
The quality of models in machine learning is often assessed with measures
summarizing the performance or error on the selected test set. The disad-
vantage of such an assessment lies in the disregard of the local information of
a particular unknown example for its annotation. This is especially impor-
tant in the field of medicine, in order to predict the extent to which we can
rely on predictions [52]. It is also essential to assess both discrimination and
calibration of the model [32, 53]. In both cases, the ROC, AUC, sensitivity,
and specificity analysis were used as a measure of discrimination. To calcu-
late calibration, Turgay et al. [53] propose Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit
statistics, while Kruppa et al. [32] propose the Brier score.
Chapter 3
Approaches for knowledge
transfer
In the following sections of this chapter we present our approaches to learning
from partially labeled data using knowledge transfer. Each approach uses a
learning algorithm to derive the knowledge from a small portion of labeled
data. The knowledge is then used to classify unlabeled examples. The clas-
sified examples, combined with the original labeled data, represent a new
training set. The goal is to increase the prediction accuracy of a learning
algorithm for risk stratification. In terms of transfer learning methodology,
we are going to perform instance transfer learning. The problem to solve is:
how to select the right examples for the training data. Methods are based on
semi-supervised learning (SSL), active learning (AL), fuzzy learning (FL),
and supervised clustering (SC) methodology.
3.1 Semi-supervised learning
A very well known approach of SSL is called self-learning, which is also known
as self-training or self-labeling. It is simple and the most basic SSL approach.
Algorithm for self-learning consists of three steps, as illustrated in Figure 1.
First, the learning algorithm trains on data, which contain labels. In this
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step, the model derives a hypothesis from a small set of training examples.
Under the assumption that the hypothesis is good, the obtained model is used
in the second step to classify the unlabeled data. The obtained labels are
assumed to be correct. This is a strong assumption, which is rarely correct.
Next, the newly classified examples are combined with the labeled data in
a combined training set. In the final step, the learning algorithm is trained
again on the new training data.
Build a model with
labeled training set
Annotate
unlabeled set
Build the model
with combined set
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the self-learning approach.
The assumption that the data is labeled correctly depends on several
circumstances. The most important one is the quality of the initial labeled
data. The data has to be large and diverse enough to obtain a generalized
hypothesis, which can be sufficiently reliable to perform the second step. In
practice, we often cannot label enough data for this assumption to hold, as
this is time-consuming and expensive. Other limitations can be incurred by
the selected training algorithm. Generally, the more data the better, but
in such case data are limited. It is vital to select simple algorithms with
proper hyperparameters to prevent overfitting the data. The limitations of
this assumption are usually overcome by extending the labeling phase or
introducing multiple learning algorithms.
For our problem, we decided to use the basic self-learning approach. The
pseudocode of the implementation is available in Algorithm 1. This method
is fundamental and allows us to build on top of it. We will address its limi-
tations by introducing additional mechanisms. We want to label examples in
multiple iterations rather than all at once. When selecting examples, we want
only those that we think are labeled the most reliably. At the same time,
this method is ideal for comparison against more sophisticated approaches.
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Algorithm 1 Semi-supervised learning
1: Input: data with labels Xl, data without labels Xu
2: Output: trained model M
3: M ← train model on Xl
4: predictions ← label Xu using M
5: attach Xu and corresponding predictions to Xl
6: retrain M on Xl
3.2 Active learning
The main principle of active learning (AL) is for the learning algorithm to
actively participate in training data selection. Our AL approach is using
examples to train the learning algorithm, which then classifies unlabeled
examples. For each example, we estimate the reliability of classification with
metrics, such as posterior class probability and local modeling of prediction
error. We include examples with reliable classifications in the training set.
The procedure is being repeated as long as we can add new examples in the
training set.
Our approach classifies unlabeled examples in multiple iterations. In the
beginning, we train the learning algorithm using available labeled examples.
We use the model to estimate the posterior class probabilities of unlabeled
examples. The assigned label corresponds to the most probable class.
We implemented the pool-based AL scenario, which from a set of exam-
ples, tries to select those that help achieve the best possible performance
of learning algorithm. We select examples using posterior class probability
or local modeling of prediction error. The posterior class probability for a
given an example is provided by the learning algorithm, which we interpret
as the confidence in classification. We assume that the examples with higher
posterior class probability have more accurate predictions, thus we include
them into the training set.
We also implemented reliability measure named local modeling of pre-
diction error (CNK) [52]. CNK is used to estimate the reliability of the
prediction by observing the local prediction error of the regression model.
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It is defined as the difference between the average prediction of the nearest
neighbors and the example’s prediction. A small difference indicates the high
reliability of prediction. We modified CNK to use it for classification models.
After obtaining the annotated classes, the reliability is estimated using
Equation 3.2. Given the local neighborhood {C1, ..., Ck;Ci ∈ Xl}, where Ci
is an example from Xl and Xl a labeled data set, we define CNK estimate
for unlabeled example x′ as the posterior probability of class R (PR). R
represents the class of labeled example for which we estimate the reliability.
The size of the neighborhood is k = 5, as proposed by the authors. The CNK
estimate is defined on the interval [0, 1], where 0 or 1 indicate unreliable or
reliable class annotation.
R = argmax(Pi(K); i ∈ [0,M ]) (3.1)
CNK =
∑k
i PR(Ci)
k
(3.2)
We decided to balance the number of examples per class, which are in-
cluded in the training set. This is introduced because repositories with med-
ical data sets for machine learning are reasonably balanced. However, if the
data are not balanced, this can affect the underlying distribution and final
performance.
We also implemented three stopping criteria. First, stops the algorithm
when maximal number of iterations (N) is exceeded. With this criteria we
limit the number of iterations, which can be useful when dealing with large
data sets. The second criterion, stops the algorithm when there are no exam-
ples with reliable classifications. The third criterion comes into effect when
we run out of unlabeled examples. The result of our approach is a model,
trained using labeled and unlabeled examples.
The pseudocode of the implementation is in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Active learning
1: Input: data with labels Xl, data without labels Xu, maximal subset size Smax,
minimal posterior probability Pmin, maximal number of iterations N
2: Output: trained model M
3: M ← train model on Xl
4: for 1 to N do
5: p ← predict posterior class probabilities for Xu using M
6: S ← strategically select examples from Xu
7: attach S and corresponding classes to Xl
8: retrain M on Xl
9: end for
3.3 Fuzzy learning
The fuzzy learning (FL) adopts the techniques from fuzzy logic. The goal is to
learn and establish soft boundaries instead of crisp for decision making. We
label our learning examples with probabilities for belonging to given classes.
Within our approach, we assign class probabilities to unlabeled examples as
weighted class probabilities of the nearest neighbors (locally weighted regres-
sion is used), for each of the available classes. The weighted probabilities
are afterward calibrated to sum up to 1, to ensure probabilistic interpreta-
tion. We use measures of reliability, such as posterior class probability and
local modeling of prediction error, to select examples which we include in the
training set across multiple iterations. In the end, the learning algorithm is
trained on the combined training set.
The crisp input is represented as the set of measurements of an example.
The labeled examples serve as a training set for locally weighted regression
(LWR). Because LWR requires numerical target variable, we replace labels
with probabilities. We observe each class separately. The probability is set
to 1 for examples from observed class and 0 for the rest. Next, we assign
a fuzzy class probability to each unlabeled example and repeat the process
for remaining classes. A fuzzy class probability is derived from the class
probabilities of local neighbors, which are weighted with the distance to the
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observed example and sum up. We then calibrate the predictions, so the
sum over all classes is equal to 1. The calibration allows us to interpret the
output as posterior class probabilities. The label of an example is equal to
the most probable class.
For an example selection, we use posterior class probability or local mod-
eling of prediction error, like described in AL approach. The labeling process
is repeated using a new set of labeled examples.
The stopping criteria are the same as in AL approach. The process of
labeling stops when: a maximal number of iterations (N) is exceeded, we
ran out of data or labeling is not reliable enough to extend the training set.
Finally, when the labeling stops the desired learning algorithm is trained
using the new training set. The approach is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Fuzzy learning
1: Input: data with labels Xl, data without labels Xu, minimal reliability CNKmin,
maximal number of iterations N
2: Output: trained model M
3: for 1 to N do
4: p ← estimate affiliation to each class for Xu using LWR on Xl
5: S ← strategically select examples from Xu
6: attach S and corresponding classes to Xl
7: end for
8: M ← train model on Xl
3.4 Supervised clustering
Our supervised clustering (SC) approach looks for representative examples
in the available data. They are used to assign labels to unlabeled examples
before adding them to the training set. We assign each example a class of
the closest representative. All examples are then used to train the learning
algorithm.
For SC we used the existing representative-based SC algorithm Single
Representative Insertion/Deletion Steepest Decent Hill-Climbing with Ran-
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domized Restart (SRIDHCR) [40]. Its task is to discover representatives, which
are going to be used for labeling the unlabeled data.
SRIDHCR minimizes fitness function in Equation 3.3.
q(X) = impurity(X) + β ∗ penalty(K) (3.3)
Impurity of a solution measures as the percentage of minority examples
(Equation 3.4). A minority example is an example which does not belong to
the most frequent class in its cluster.
impurity(X) =
# of minority examples
N
(3.4)
Penalty punishes the proposed solution when the number of clusters K is
higher than the number of classes c (Equation 3.5). Its strength is controlled
with the parameter β ∈ (0,∞). Penalty β is provided as a parameter to the
algorithm and controls the focus between local and global patterns in the
data.
penalty(K) =

√
|K|−c
N
|K| > c
0 |K| ≤ c
(3.5)
In the beginning, SRIDHCR constructs a random set of representatives,
which represents current solution. This set is then used to add single non-
representative and remove a single representative, generating two new can-
didate sets of representatives. It is a crucial part of the algorithm, which
relies on a chance to find the optimal examples. Because the article is not
clear whether the algorithm generates two or more sets, we included a pa-
rameter Ssize, which controls the number of candidate sets generated in each
iteration. A higher value increases the probability of finding a better set of
representatives because the algorithm performs more permutations.
Next, the algorithm evaluates each generated candidate set using Equa-
tion 3.3. Candidate set, which improved the current best solution, is saved.
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If there are more such candidate sets, the one with minimal fitness function
is selected. In the next iteration, the algorithm attempts to improve the
current best solution. The algorithm stops when it cannot find a better set
of representatives.
Finding optimal clustering, X is a challenging task. Optimizing Equa-
tion 3.3 in the worst scenario requires performing all possible permutations
of the representatives and considering all valid numbers of K. This indicates
a high time complexity of an algorithm. It is also prone to stop in a local
minimum or to produce a tie since many solutions are equally good. To avoid
this problem, SRIDHCR restarts multiple times, generating multiple solutions.
In the end, a single solution with the smallest value of the fitness function is
returned.
The set of representatives from SRIDHCR is used to label the unlabeled
data using the nearest neighbor approach. The final model is then trained
on combined data. This approach does not use multiple iterations like AL or
FL. The reason is the speed of the SRIDHCR algorithm. The time complexity
increases significantly with the size of the data set. Pseudocode is shown in
the Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Supervised clustering
1: Input: data with labels Xl, data without labels Xu, number of restarts R, cluster
number penalty β, generated subset size Ssize
2: Output: trained model M
3: for 1 to R do
4: X
′ ← random set of representatives with size between c+ 1 and 2c from Xl
5: while True do
6: while |S| < Ssize do
7: S ← add single non-representative to X ′ and remove single representative
from X
′
8: end while
9: s ← argmin({q(s); s ∈ S})
10: if q(s) < q(X
′
) or q(s) = q(X
′
) and |s| > |X ′ | then
11: X
′ ← s
12: else
13: terminate and return X
′
as solution of this run
14: end if
15: end while
16: end for
17: assign Xu to the cluster using X
′
and add to Xl with corresponding labels
18: M ← train model on Xl
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Chapter 4
Evaluation and results
4.1 Data acquisition
To evaluate methods of transfer learning for risk stratification of cardiac
diseases, we searched for data on public repositories and contacted the Uni-
versity Medical Centre Ljubljana (UMCL). We obtained two data sets: UCI
Heart Disease Databases [21] and Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) survival
study [22].
4.1.1 UCI Heart Disease Databases
The UCI Heart Disease Databases is a collection of four databases concerning
heart disease diagnosis. The data comes from the four locations: Cleveland
Clinic Foundation, Hungarian Institute of Cardiology, Budapest, V.A. Med-
ical Center, Long Beach, CA and University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland.
We chose the data obtained by the Cleveland Clinic Foundation since it
is used as the benchmark for the evaluation of machine learning approaches
tackling cardiac diseases. The database originally contains 76 attributes. The
authors of published data state that their copy of the database was corrupted.
Therefore, they include preprocessed data with only 14 attributes, which
were not affected. For the evaluation of machine learning methods in the
literature, authors mainly use a set of 14 attributes, shown in the Table 4.1.
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We decided to use the preprocessed data because it is not clear if the issue
has been resolved yet. The data contain 303 examples out of which 6 have
missing values. Each example has an annotation with one of the four types
of the disease or its absence.
ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION TYPE
age Age in years continuous
sex Gender discrete
CP Chest pain type discrete
trestbps Resting blood pressure continuous
chol Serum cholesterol continuous
fbs Fasting blood sugar discrete
restecg Resting electrocardiography test discrete
thalach Maximum heart rate achieved continuous
exang Exercise induced angina discrete
oldpeak ST depression induced by exercise continuous
slope Slope of peak exercise ST segment discrete
ca Number of major vessels colored by fluoroscopy discrete
thal Defect type discrete
num (disease) Severity of heart disease discrete
Table 4.1: Description of Cleveland heart disease database.
The data obtained was already in the format available for machine learn-
ing purpose. We first analyzed the class distribution of examples (Figure 4.1).
We found out that the number of examples is decreasing as the severity of
heart disease increases. Additionally, the number of healthy examples is
similar to all of the diseased examples combined. Because the distribution
is uneven across all classes, we decided to model this data as a binary clas-
sification problem. Since the data does not contain any information about
the risk for the development of the cardiac disease, we annotated healthy
examples as LOW-risk and all the rest as HIGH-risk patients.
In the data, we found missing values for attributes: number of major
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vessels colored by fluoroscopy and the defect type. There were six such
examples, which are often removed; therefore, we decided to remove them as
well. In total, the remaining data contained 297 training examples. Finally,
we normalized continuous and one-hot encoded discrete attributes before
training.
Figure 4.1: The initial distribution of heart disease annotations in Cleve-
land database.
4.1.2 Peripheral Arterial Disease survival study
The Peripheral Arterial Disease study was conducted by 85 primary care
physicians-researchers, who were asked to enroll twenty individuals. Half
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of the individuals were patients with PAD (peripheral arterial disease), and
the rest were age and gender-matched controls without PAD. Subjects were
evaluated at the beginning (baseline) of the study and repeatedly every year
for five years. The collected data contain information of medical history,
atherosclerosis risk factors, dietary and drinking habits, self-assessed level of
physical activity, current medical treatments, functional health status self-
assessed by the COOP/WONCA charts [54], weight, height, waist circumfer-
ence, seated systolic and diastolic blood pressure, Doppler measurements of
ankle and brachial systolic blood pressure, complete blood cell count, serum
glucose, potassium, urea, creatinine, CRP, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol,
triglycerides, LDL cholesterol, and the presence of albuminuria and gluco-
suria. Additionally, each follow-up has assessed the ten-year risk of fatal
cardiovascular disease by the SCORE charts [6]. For the deceased subject,
the date and the cause of death were recorded. The final data contains 1455
subjects and 7838 follow-ups.
The data obtained were already in the format available for machine learn-
ing; however, some attributes required additional preprocessing, such as a
change to a common unit of measure, dates were converted to the duration
in years and combining similar attributes. Meta attributes and attributes
with more than 5% of missing data were removed. Follow-ups with more
than 25% of missing data were removed as well. For the remaining data,
simple transformations, like replacing a year of occurrence of diabetes with
the duration of having diabetes, imputed the remaining missing values. Next,
we analyzed the estimated risk for ten-year of fatal CVD (Figure 4.2). More
than 70% of the data contains follow-ups with SCORE ≥ 0.05, which repre-
sent high-risk patients. Additionally, there are only 5% of low risk follow-ups,
with the SCORE < 0.01. Based on our findings, we decided to categorize
training examples as LOW, HIGH, and VERY HIGH. We combined examples
with low or moderate risk because of the low number of low-risk patients. For
categorization, we used boundaries provided in the European guidelines on
cardiovascular disease prevention from 2012. The data distribution is similar
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of the estimated ten-year risk of fatal CVD
(SCORE charts) in original data.
in all categories; however, there are more examples in VERY HIGH category
(Table 4.2).
Next, we normalized continuous and one-hot encoded discrete attributes.
Additionally, we ranked attributes with the ReliefF algorithm and selected
those with an estimate greater than 0.03. We chose this boundary because it
includes all major risk factors, such as gender, age, smoking, blood pressure,
and cholesterol. We also found out that age is by far the most important
attribute in the data set. In total, there are 6686 training examples, described
with 23 attributes.
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CATEGORY SCORE SAMPLES %
LOW < 0.05 1920 29
HIGH [0.05, 0.10) 1936 29
VERY HIGH ≥ 0.10 2830 42
Table 4.2: The number of training examples in each category. Categoriza-
tion is done based on the SCORE estimate. The example distribution is
similar; however, there are more patients with the very high risk for CVDs.
4.2 Performance metrics
We evaluate performance using the Area Under a ROC Curve (AUC) statis-
tics [23]. A ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve presents a rela-
tion between sensitivity and specificity of a given classifier. Sensitivity is a
relative frequency of correctly classified positive class. Similarly, specificity
is a relative frequency of correctly classified negative class. By drawing the
ROC curve of the classifier, we obtain its quality reflected as the AUC. A
value 1 represents a perfect classifier, while 0.5 represents a random classi-
fier. When comparing AUC’s of multiple classifiers, the one with the highest
value is better. We chose AUC because it is useful to summarize the overall
performance of the model. It reflects the discriminating ability to diagnose
patients with and without the disease. Because of its simplicity, we can easily
compare the performance of two or more models.
The difference in performance metrics between the approaches is analyzed
with non-parametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test [24]. The test
is appropriate since the differences between the pairs of data are not normally
distributed. It is used to test the hypothesis that the probability distribu-
tion of the two samples is equal. This means that the difference between the
pairs is symmetrically distributed around zero. Our null hypothesis is that
there is no performance difference between the learning algorithm trained
with or without knowledge transfer. The baselines for statistical analysis
are SSL approach (transductive performance evaluation), and the predictive
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model learned exclusively on available labeled data (inductive performance
evaluation). We compare each learning algorithm with respect to knowledge
transfer approach to the baseline using the same learning algorithm. Addi-
tionally, we compare each knowledge transfer approach to the baseline while
disregarding the learning algorithm.
4.3 Evaluation methodology
To evaluate the performance of methods described in Chapter 3, we defined
evaluation process illustrated in the Figure 4.3. It consists of transductive
and inductive evaluation phase. In the transductive phase, we are interested
in the accuracy of the labeled examples, which are new in the training set.
Similarly, in the inductive phase, we are interested in the final performance
of the obtained model.
We divide our data using 5-fold cross-validation procedure for both trans-
ductive and inductive evaluation. With the cross-validation procedure, we
avoid including bias in the evaluation process. Therefore, we avoid compro-
mising the results of the evaluation. Each method receives the same batch of
data produced at the split. By doing so, the data distribution remains equal
for all methods, and therefore allows us to perform statistical validation.
At the beginning of the evaluation process, the data is randomized. Next,
the data is split into training and test set. The training set is then further
divided into the labeled and unlabeled set. Our data sets do not contain
unlabeled examples. Instead, we use labeled data. First, we hide labels and
pretend they are not available. We then use them to calculate transductive
performance. The ratio between the labeled and unlabeled set is controlled
with an input parameter. In the next step, each method is performing trans-
fer learning by labeling the data and extending the training set. Finally, we
evaluate the accuracy of the classified examples included in the training set
(transductive performance) and evaluate the final model on the test set. The
process is then repeated.
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of the evaluation process.
The machine learning algorithms used during the evaluation were: Deci-
sion Tree (DT), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Naive Bayes classifier (NB)
and Support Vector Machine (SVM). We chose them because they are com-
monly found in medical applications and produce good results (Chapter 2).
4.4 Input parameter setting
The successful training of the model crucially depends on the quality of
the data and selected input parameters. Methods described in Chapter 3
take parameters, such as the reliability of classification and the number of
iterations, which are set at the beginning of the process. Their setup affects
the quality of the solution and the time needed to obtain the final model.
Table 4.3 presents selected input parameters for knowledge transfer ap-
proaches. We used the same input parameters for performance evaluation
on both data sets. Ideally, we would like to select examples with high pos-
terior class probability or reliability (equal to 1). Such scenarios are rare, so
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we asked ourselves what would be the minimum value for which classifica-
tion would still be reliable. We chose 0.8 because of the marginal difference
between the two most probable classes. In the worst-case scenario, the dif-
ference would be higher than the majority class (0.8 − 0.2 = 0.6), which is
0.52 for Cleveland and 0.42 for PAD data sets.
We chose the allowed run time for each approach, during experimental
evaluation using the Cleveland data set. We began with ten iterations for
AL and FL, and ten restarts for SC. The penalty for a higher number of rep-
resentatives was set to 1.0 to prevent the SRIDHCR algorithm from returning
each example as an individual representative. We then gradually increased
the number of iterations until we reached the time constraints. Increasing the
number of restarts had a positive effect on performance of the SC. However,
the performance of AL and FL did not change, so we kept the limit at ten.
4.5 Results
In this section, we present the results and discuss the findings. We test
different combinations of classifiers and approaches for knowledge transfer
described in Chapter 3. The analysis was performed for different ratios of
labeled data available at the beginning of the training. We report the AUC
performance as described in previous sections. Results are in the table, which
includes standard deviation and underlined results, which indicates statistical
significance. The results of transductive and inductive performance are in
separate tables for better readability. We ran an experimental analysis on
the laptop MacBook Pro (2015), with 2.7GHz Intel Core i5 processor, 16GB
1867MHz DDR3 memory and Intel Iris Graphics 6100 1536MB graphics card.
4.5.1 UCI Heart Disease Databases
The first experiment was performed on the UCI Heart Disease Databases data
set. We experimented with three different ratios of labeled data equal to 20%,
50%, and 80%. For the evaluation, we used four different learning algorithms
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METHOD PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTION
AL Smax 10 The maximal number of examples included in
the training set (per class).
AL Pmin 0.8 Minimal posterior probability of labeled examples
included in the training set.
AL N 10 Maximal number of iterations allowed.
AL-CNK Smax 10 The maximal number of examples included in
the training set (per class).
AL-CNK CNKmin 0.8 Minimal reliability of labeled examples included in
the training set.
AL-CNK N 10 Maximal number of iterations allowed.
FL Pmin 0.8 Minimal posterior probability of labeled examples
included in the training set.
FL N 10 Maximal number of iterations allowed.
FL-CNK CNKmin 0.8 Minimal reliability of labeled examples included in
the training set.
FL-CNK N 10 Maximal number of iterations allowed.
SC R 30 The number of times algorithm starts from the
beginning.
SC β 1.0 Penalty for the high number of representatives
found.
SC Ssize 10 The number of new representative sets generated.
Table 4.3: Input parameters used for evaluation of approaches for knowl-
edge transfer.
– Decision Tree (DT), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayesian classifier
(NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
The results of the transductive experimental analysis are shown in Ta-
ble 4.4. The table is divided into three sections, with the result for the
different percentages of the initially labeled examples. Additionally, it con-
tains the average performance for each learning algorithm and knowledge
transfer method. The underlined results indicate the statistically significant
difference compared to the baseline.
Based on the results, we see FL-CNK being the best labeling method with
the AUC between 0.85− 0.90. Locally weighted regression is a deterministic
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method. Therefore FL deterministically selects examples which are included
in the training set. We see this based on AUC performance, which remains
the same for different learning algorithms. The difference between FL-CNK
and SSL is also statistically significant. AL shows lower performance in
combination with SVM. The additional analysis of results showed that the
AUC was equal to 0. This indicates that the model has learned to predict the
opposite classes during the transductive phase. If we disregard those events,
the AUC of AL with SVM is well above 0.80. The results of SC are overall
the worst, and it underperforms compared to the SSL approach. The quality
of this method is constrained by the random process of SRIDHCR algorithm,
which can find great representatives or poor. This is indicated with the higher
standard deviation. The results also indicate that the CNK is a better metric
for example selection compared to the posterior class probability. Both AL-
CNK and FL-CNK produced better results compared to AL and FL. AL-
CNK, however, obtained the highest overall AUC of 0.92.
The best model in the transductive analysis was KNN with the AUC be-
tween 0.80− 0.85, followed by NB with the AUC between 0.79− 0.84. SVM
is the model with the lowest average performance, because of the low perfor-
mance in combination with AL. The performance of DT, however, increases
with more labeled examples provided at the beginning. AL with the KNN is
the best method-model combination. It obtained the AUC of 0.87 with only
20% of labeled examples.
Table 4.5 contains the results of inductive experimental analysis. It
presents the quality of the final model evaluated on the new examples. The
BASE method indicates the model trained only on the initially labeled data
without any knowledge transfer.
First, we notice that the models without knowledge transfer obtain their
peak performance on 80% of labeled data. All knowledge transfer approaches
indicate an increased inductive performance. However, this is not true when
the majority of the data are labeled examples. On average, every approach
obtains the peak AUC of 0.81.
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LABELS METHOD DT KNN NB SVM x̄ p-value
20%
SSL 0.71± 0.05 0.80± 0.02 0.77± 0.06 0.79± 0.04 0.77± 0.04 -
AL 0.75± 0.06 0.87± 0.03 0.79± 0.05 0.42± 0.42 0.70± 0.14 0.017
AL (CNK) 0.83± 0.04 0.82± 0.03 0.84± 0.03 0.68± 0.20 0.79± 0.07 < 0.001
FL 0.81± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 < 0.001
FL (CNK) 0.85± 0.03 0.85± 0.03 0.85± 0.03 0.85± 0.03 0.85± 0.03 < 0.001
SC 0.64± 0.15 0.64± 0.13 0.67± 0.14 0.66± 0.13 0.65± 0.14 < 0.001
x̄ 0.77± 0.06 0.80± 0.05 0.79± 0.06 0.70± 0.15 - -
50%
SSL 0.75± 0.05 0.82± 0.02 0.79± 0.05 0.81± 0.02 0.79± 0.03 -
AL 0.82± 0.06 0.88± 0.03 0.84± 0.05 0.66± 0.39 0.80± 0.13 < 0.001
AL (CNK) 0.87± 0.03 0.85± 0.03 0.87± 0.03 0.74± 0.27 0.83± 0.09 < 0.001
FL 0.86± 0.03 0.86± 0.03 0.86± 0.03 0.86± 0.03 0.86± 0.03 < 0.001
FL (CNK) 0.88± 0.02 0.88± 0.02 0.88± 0.02 0.88± 0.02 0.88± 0.02 < 0.001
SC 0.70± 0.13 0.72± 0.12 0.73± 0.12 0.72± 0.13 0.72± 0.13 < 0.001
x̄ 0.81± 0.06 0.84± 0.04 0.83± 0.05 0.79± 0.14 - -
80%
SSL 0.77± 0.06 0.81± 0.05 0.81± 0.07 0.82± 0.06 0.80± 0.06 -
AL 0.82± 0.07 0.90± 0.04 0.86± 0.05 0.46± 0.46 0.76± 0.15 < 0.001
AL (CNK) 0.88± 0.05 0.87± 0.05 0.88± 0.05 0.56± 0.43 0.80± 0.15 < 0.001
FL 0.87± 0.06 0.87± 0.06 0.87± 0.06 0.87± 0.06 0.87± 0.06 < 0.001
FL (CNK) 0.90± 0.05 0.90± 0.05 0.90± 0.05 0.90± 0.05 0.90± 0.05 < 0.001
SC 0.75± 0.13 0.76± 0.11 0.72± 0.13 0.75± 0.16 0.75± 0.13 0.003
x̄ 0.83± 0.07 0.85± 0.06 0.84± 0.07 0.73± 0.20 - -
Table 4.4: AUC performance of transfer knowledge during the transduc-
tive experimental analysis.
The performance of the final models is lower as compared to the trans-
ductive results. Our reasoning for this comes from the fact that knowledge
transfer is not perfect. The erroneous examples, which are included in the
training set, affect the accuracy. The minor exception is SC. Even though a
lot of erroneous examples were included in the training set, the inductive per-
formance of predictive models compares to the other approaches. NB is the
most noticeable. We believe this comes with NB assumption of conditional
independence of attributes with respect to the class [55]. This assumption
has an impact on reducing the danger of overfitting. It is achieved without
additional parameters, which is why DT, KNN, and SVM do not perform as
well. The average performance of all four learning algorithms is very similar.
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LABELS METHOD DT KNN NB SVM x̄ p-value
20%
BASE 0.72± 0.07 0.80± 0.05 0.78± 0.06 0.80± 0.06 0.77± 0.06 -
SSL 0.72± 0.07 0.80± 0.05 0.79± 0.06 0.80± 0.06 0.77± 0.06 0.938
AL 0.72± 0.08 0.83± 0.05 0.76± 0.06 0.66± 0.16 0.74± 0.09 0.032
AL (CNK) 0.72± 0.08 0.81± 0.05 0.80± 0.05 0.80± 0.07 0.78± 0.06 0.066
FL 0.76± 0.07 0.79± 0.05 0.77± 0.05 0.78± 0.06 0.78± 0.06 0.881
FL (CNK) 0.78± 0.05 0.80± 0.04 0.79± 0.05 0.80± 0.06 0.79± 0.05 0.016
SC 0.65± 0.15 0.67± 0.16 0.77± 0.08 0.68± 0.15 0.69± 0.14 < 0.001
x̄ 0.72± 0.08 0.78± 0.06 0.78± 0.06 0.76± 0.09 - -
50%
BASE 0.73± 0.07 0.80± 0.03 0.78± 0.06 0.81± 0.05 0.78± 0.05 -
SSL 0.73± 0.07 0.81± 0.04 0.79± 0.05 0.80± 0.06 0.78± 0.06 0.394
AL 0.74± 0.08 0.81± 0.04 0.79± 0.05 0.80± 0.05 0.79± 0.06 0.993
AL (CNK) 0.76± 0.07 0.81± 0.05 0.80± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.79± 0.05 0.071
FL 0.79± 0.05 0.77± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.82± 0.05 0.80± 0.05 0.087
FL (CNK) 0.82± 0.04 0.78± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.002
SC 0.71± 0.10 0.77± 0.08 0.80± 0.05 0.75± 0.12 0.76± 0.09 0.102
x̄ 0.75± 0.07 0.79± 0.05 0.80± 0.05 0.80± 0.06 - -
80%
BASE 0.77± 0.05 0.83± 0.04 0.81± 0.05 0.83± 0.06 0.81± 0.05 -
SSL 0.77± 0.05 0.83± 0.04 0.82± 0.05 0.82± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.851
AL 0.78± 0.04 0.83± 0.04 0.82± 0.05 0.82± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.334
AL (CNK) 0.77± 0.04 0.83± 0.04 0.82± 0.05 0.83± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.680
FL 0.81± 0.05 0.78± 0.07 0.83± 0.05 0.83± 0.06 0.81± 0.06 0.651
FL (CNK) 0.80± 0.03 0.78± 0.05 0.83± 0.05 0.83± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.899
SC 0.78± 0.05 0.83± 0.06 0.82± 0.06 0.82± 0.05 0.81± 0.05 0.818
x̄ 0.78± 0.05 0.82± 0.05 0.82± 0.05 0.83± 0.05 - -
Table 4.5: AUC performance of transfer knowledge during the inductive
experimental analysis.
4.5.2 Peripheral Arterial Disease survival study
Next experiment was performed using data from a recent study – Periph-
eral Arterial Disease survival study. This time we used the ratio of labeled
data equal to 1%, 5%, and 10%. We chose the first two ratios to obtain a
similar number of labeled examples to the first experiment. With the third
parameter, we increase the number of examples by two and a half times, to
test our approaches on a larger number of examples. We did not change the
input parameters of our approaches because of the good results in the first
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experiment.
LABELS METHOD DT KNN NB SVM x̄ p-value
1%
SSL 0.69± 0.03 0.58± 0.02 0.63± 0.04 0.65± 0.03 0.64± 0.03 -
AL 0.72± 0.07 0.59± 0.03 0.60± 0.07 NaN± NaN 0.60± 0.05 0.692
AL (CNK) 0.68± 0.06 0.56± 0.02 0.56± 0.02 0.51± 0.04 0.58± 0.04 < 0.001
FL 0.71± 0.04 0.71± 0.04 0.71± 0.04 0.71± 0.04 0.71± 0.04 < 0.001
FL (CNK) 0.60± 0.05 0.60± 0.05 0.60± 0.05 0.60± 0.05 0.60± 0.05 0.599
SC 0.51± 0.03 0.50± 0.02 0.50± 0.02 0.51± 0.02 0.51± 0.02 < 0.001
x̄ 0.65± 0.04 0.59± 0.03 0.60± 0.04 0.60± 0.04 - -
5%
SSL 0.78± 0.02 0.65± 0.01 0.73± 0.02 0.80± 0.01 0.74± 0.02 -
AL 0.81± 0.05 0.74± 0.03 0.71± 0.05 0.42± 0.19 0.67± 0.08 0.406
AL (CNK) 0.78± 0.03 0.64± 0.01 0.63± 0.02 0.49± 0.07 0.63± 0.03 < 0.001
FL 0.74± 0.03 0.74± 0.03 0.74± 0.03 0.74± 0.03 0.74± 0.03 0.406
FL (CNK) 0.71± 0.03 0.71± 0.03 0.71± 0.03 0.71± 0.03 0.71± 0.03 < 0.001
SC 0.53± 0.03 0.53± 0.03 0.52± 0.03 0.52± 0.04 0.53± 0.03 < 0.001
x̄ 0.72± 0.03 0.67± 0.02 0.68± 0.03 0.62± 0.06 - -
10%
SSL 0.82± 0.01 0.69± 0.01 0.75± 0.02 0.86± 0.01 0.78± 0.01 -
AL 0.85± 0.04 0.79± 0.03 0.74± 0.06 0.47± 0.27 0.71± 0.10 0.719
AL (CNK) 0.81± 0.03 0.69± 0.02 0.67± 0.03 0.50± 0.14 0.67± 0.05 < 0.001
FL 0.75± 0.01 0.75± 0.01 0.75± 0.01 0.75± 0.01 0.75± 0.01 < 0.001
FL (CNK) 0.76± 0.03 0.76± 0.03 0.76± 0.03 0.76± 0.03 0.76± 0.03 0.027
SC 0.54± 0.03 0.53± 0.03 0.54± 0.03 0.53± 0.03 0.53± 0.03 < 0.001
x̄ 0.76± 0.03 0.70± 0.02 0.70± 0.03 0.65± 0.08 - -
Table 4.6: AUC performance of transfer knowledge during the transduc-
tive experimental analysis.
Table 4.6 and 4.7 show the results of the second experiment. Results
of transductive evaluation show that FL obtained the highest average AUC,
with 1% of labeled examples. It significantly overperformed all the other
approaches. The results also translate to inductive performance. However,
the difference compared to other approaches has decreased. FL is also the
only approach with higher average performance than the learning algorithms
learned on labeled data only.
With additional labeled examples, we see improvement for all approaches.
However, SSL has improved the most significantly across all learning algo-
rithms. The AL approach shows similar performance to SSL but underper-
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LABELS METHOD DT KNN NB SVM x̄ p-value
1%
BASE 0.69± 0.03 0.58± 0.02 0.63± 0.03 0.65± 0.03 0.64± 0.03 -
SSL 0.69± 0.03 0.58± 0.02 0.57± 0.03 0.65± 0.03 0.62± 0.03 < 0.001
AL 0.69± 0.03 0.55± 0.03 0.54± 0.02 0.65± 0.03 0.61± 0.03 < 0.001
AL (CNK) 0.67± 0.04 0.56± 0.02 0.54± 0.03 0.52± 0.03 0.57± 0.03 < 0.001
FL 0.68± 0.03 0.65± 0.02 0.62± 0.03 0.68± 0.02 0.66± 0.03 0.003
FL (CNK) 0.58± 0.05 0.58± 0.03 0.58± 0.04 0.59± 0.05 0.58± 0.04 < 0.001
SC 0.50± 0.03 0.50± 0.02 0.50± 0.03 0.51± 0.03 0.50± 0.03 < 0.001
x̄ 0.64± 0.03 0.57± 0.02 0.57± 0.03 0.61± 0.03 - -
5%
BASE 0.78± 0.02 0.65± 0.01 0.73± 0.02 0.80± 0.02 0.74± 0.02 -
SSL 0.78± 0.02 0.65± 0.01 0.62± 0.02 0.80± 0.02 0.71± 0.02 < 0.001
AL 0.77± 0.02 0.63± 0.01 0.61± 0.02 0.75± 0.04 0.69± 0.03 < 0.001
AL (CNK) 0.76± 0.02 0.63± 0.01 0.58± 0.02 0.54± 0.05 0.63± 0.02 < 0.001
FL 0.70± 0.02 0.68± 0.02 0.64± 0.04 0.71± 0.03 0.68± 0.03 < 0.001
FL (CNK) 0.68± 0.02 0.67± 0.02 0.61± 0.03 0.69± 0.03 0.66± 0.02 < 0.001
SC 0.52± 0.04 0.53± 0.03 0.53± 0.04 0.52± 0.04 0.53± 0.04 < 0.001
x̄ 0.71± 0.02 0.64± 0.02 0.62± 0.03 0.69± 0.03 - -
10%
BASE 0.82± 0.02 0.69± 0.01 0.75± 0.03 0.86± 0.01 0.78± 0.02 -
SSL 0.82± 0.02 0.69± 0.01 0.64± 0.03 0.86± 0.01 0.75± 0.02 < 0.001
AL 0.80± 0.02 0.67± 0.01 0.64± 0.03 0.80± 0.03 0.73± 0.02 < 0.001
AL (CNK) 0.80± 0.02 0.66± 0.02 0.59± 0.02 0.62± 0.07 0.67± 0.03 < 0.001
FL 0.74± 0.03 0.72± 0.01 0.67± 0.02 0.77± 0.02 0.73± 0.02 < 0.001
FL (CNK) 0.72± 0.03 0.70± 0.01 0.64± 0.03 0.73± 0.03 0.70± 0.03 < 0.001
SC 0.54± 0.04 0.54± 0.04 0.55± 0.04 0.55± 0.04 0.54± 0.04 < 0.001
x̄ 0.75± 0.02 0.67± 0.02 0.64± 0.03 0.74± 0.03 - -
Table 4.7: AUC performance of transfer knowledge during the inductive
experimental analysis.
forms in combination with SVM. The results indicate that SVM learned to
predict opposite classes, similarly as in the first experiment. SC, on the other
hand, is the method with the lowest average AUC. SC is limited in two ways.
Firstly, it is a random process, which makes finding the optimal solution dif-
ficult, because the probability of finding optimal examples for labeling is
minimal. Second, the hypothesis is built once and then applied to the rest
of the data. A small set of the labeled examples may not contain examples
which represent the population, therefore, the hypothesis is not optimal.
We can also see that AL and FL, which use posterior class probability
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to select examples, perform better as if they use CNK. With more labeled
examples available, the performance increases but does not catch up com-
pletely. The local neighborhood may be too sparse to estimate the reliability
using CNK accurately. CNK does not limit the local neighborhood with the
distance, so in the sparse environment, the local neighborhood can be far
from observed example, thus the CNK is not accurate.
The results show that DT performs best transductively and inductively.
In literature, DT is rarely found as a state-of-the-art algorithm. In our
case, this could indicate that there is still room for improvement because
the accuracy of the model is still low. NB and KNN, in this experiment,
perform the worst with significantly lower performance compared to the first
experiment.
By observing the inductive performance, we can notice that many learn-
ing algorithms suffer from negative transfer. This effect is indicated by the
performance of the BASE approach, which is higher than the performance of
approaches using knowledge transfer. The most probable reason for negative
transfer is erroneous data introduced to the training set or wrong labeling of
unlabeled data in the transductive phase because of the weak transductive
model. With more labeled examples available the gap decreases. However,
some learning algorithms, such as SVM and DT, already reach AUC over
0.80, without knowledge transfer. SSL because of its simplicity is the only
approach, which suffers least from the negative transfer.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this work, we presented different approaches to risk stratification of pa-
tients for the development of cardiac and cardiovascular diseases. We used
the knowledge transfer approach, in which we tried to utilize unlabeled ex-
amples to the labeled training set. At the beginning of the process, a small
number of already labeled data was available, which we used to annotate
classes of the remaining data. We began with self-learning algorithm, which
we tried to improve. First, we developed an approach using active learning
(AL), which improves the hypothesis through multiple iterations. In each
iteration it annotates the data using the current hypothesis and evaluates
the certainty of predicted classes. A small set of examples is then included
in the training set. Next, the approach integrates fuzzy logic methodology
and measures reliability. We built it on top of the active learning, which
assigns class probabilities to unlabeled examples as weighted class probabil-
ities of the nearest neighbors. The final approach takes existing supervised
clustering (SC) algorithm to summarize the data using representatives. Rep-
resentatives are examples from labeled data that describe it best. They are
used to classify unlabeled examples. We evaluated each approach on two
data sets, including data from the recent study conducted in Slovenia.
Our work shows potential on both data sets. The results obtained in
the first experimental analysis are comparable to the results found in the
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literature. The second experiment revealed weaknesses, such as the negative
knowledge transfer.
For future work, we shall perform additional experiments, which more
thoroughly analyze the impact of parameters on the performance. Parame-
ters may have a significant effect on the quality of the training process. In
AL and FL, we focused on the examples with relatively high reliability. We
would like to know how quality changes if we decrease or even increase the
required reliability.
We would also like to implement SC as an iterative method, which gradu-
ally develops the hypothesis. In each iteration, we would select only examples
with reliable classifications, which we shall include in the training set. In the
next iteration, we shall only consider new examples as candidates for repre-
sentatives.
Neural networks and deep learning show the state of the art results in
many problems. We did not include them in the experiments, because of the
limitations of our hardware. The main problem was the speed of the learning
process. For further work, we shall include them and reevaluate the results.
Finally, the hyperparameter optimization for learning algorithms should
be performed. We did not include this in the experimental evaluation be-
cause this adds another dimension to the process. However, it should not be
disregarded when making conclusions. The results obtained in the second
experiment indicate the need for feature evaluation, which is also missing in
the process.
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